Question 1

I) The first page that opens when a browser is started is
   a) Home Page
   b) Server Page
   c) Start Page
   d) None

II) Internet is governed by
    a) IAB
    b) IEIF
    c) ISOC
    d) All of these

III) Talking or conversing on the Internet using text messages is called
     a) FTP
     b) Email
     c) Chat
     d) Use Net

IV) Netscape Navigator, Mosaic and MSIF are popular
    a) Browsers
    b) Word Processors
    c) Spreadsheets
    d) None of these

V) Text sizes is can be increased or decreased to any desirable size.
   a) Navigator
   b) Internet Explorer
   c) Both
   d) None

VI) Pagemaker was the first desktop publishing Program. Introduced in
    a) 1945
    b) 1980
    c) 1985
    d) None of these

VII) The tool is used to select and rotate objects through 360°
    a) Pointing tool
    b) Rotating tool
    c) Polygon tool
    d) All of these

VIII) Front Page was Initially created by the Cambridge Massachusetts company named as
     a) Vermeer Technology
     b) Microsoft
     c) Dennis Ritchie
     d) None of these

IX) Every Web Page is written is
    a) DHTML
    b) HTTP
    c) HTML
    d) Hyperlink

X) Front Page is used to website
    a) Design
    b) Create
    c) Publish
    d) All of these

Answer any four questions from the following

Q.2 What is Internate? Write two advantage using internet?

Q.3 What is an email? Write the advantage of email?
Q. 4 Explain in brief the presentation software?
Q. 5 What is meant by front page?
Q. 6 What is the web page? Define hyperlink and website?
Q. 7 Write the purpose of search engines? Give the four examples of search engines?